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In 2008 the Department of Defense was attacked in a relatively new and powerful way - through cyber terrorism. During
this attack which originated from an infected flash drive inserted into a military laptop in the Middle East, the attackers
were able to eventually take control of classified and unclassified systems throughout the DoD system worldwide. As
with the physical attacks on US soil on September 11, 2001, this was a wakeup call to the new battlefield of cyberwarfare and its significance in the realm of national security and intelligence.

In his article, "The Pentagon's Cyberstrategy, One Year Later: Defending Against the Next Cyberattack" for the Foreign
Affairs Journal on September 28, 2011, former Deputy Secretary of Defense William J. Lynn, III wrote;
" For almost all of human history, man has waged war on land and at sea. Air and space emerged as potential
battlefields only in the past few generations. Now, the danger of cyberwarfare rivals that of traditional war....
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In his article, "The Pentagon's Cyberstrategy, One Year Later: Defending Against the Next Cyberattack" for the Foreign
Affairs Journal on September 28, 2011, former Deputy Secretary of Defense William J. Lynn, III wrote;
" For almost all of human history, man has waged war on land and at sea. Air and space emerged as potential
battlefields only in the past few generations. Now, the danger of cyberwarfare rivals that of traditional war. The advent of
more destructive technologies -- and of their inevitable proliferation among actors willing to use them -- means that the
United States must strengthen its critical national networks against ever worse threats....Over thirty countries are creating
cyber units in their militaries. It is unrealistic to believe that each one will limit its capabilities to defense. Moreover, the
centrality of information technology to the U.S. military and society virtually guarantees that future adversaries will target
it."
It is critical that cyber warfare and cyber terrorism be recognized as one of the new and sustaining tools in the arsenal of
warfare and a critical need to defend against with strong national security policy and intelligence operations. For these
reasons, the Frontiers of Freedom Institute is proud to announce the establishment of its Center for National Security,
Cyber-Warfare, and Intelligence.

The Institute is also honored to welcome as the Vice President of the new Center for National Security, Cyber-Warfare,
and Intelligence, Mr. Matthew "Mac" McLauchlin. Mr. McLauchlin has an extensive and decorated history of involvement
in national security, intelligence, foreign policy, and investigation throughout the world. Mr. McLauchlin is the recipient of
the Secretary of Defense Medal for Outstanding Public Service, the Secretary of Defense Medal for the Global War on
Terrorism, and the State Department Meritorious Honor Award.

Under his leadership, the Center will become a source of global education and excellence through partnerships with
other institutions, community outreach, research and training. The Center will support research, exploring solutions to the
challenges facing the various Islamic countries and efforts to promote community participation. The activities of the
Center will create new strategies as well as provide research products to academia in the United States and abroad.
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